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Abstract Compared with traditional magnetic disks, Flash
memory has many advantages and has been used as external
storage media for a wide spectrum of electronic devices (such
as PDA, MP3, Digital Camera and Mobile Phone) in recent
years. As the capacity increases and price drops, it looks like
a perfect alternative for magnetic disks. However, due to
hardware limitations of flash memory, techniques including
storage subsystem and indexing originally designed for
magnetic disks can not run smoothly in a flash memory
without any modification. In this paper we explore problems
of indexing flash-resided data and present a new dynamical
hash index for flash memory in two schemas. The analysis
and experimental results validate the efficiency of our design.

I. INTRODUCTION
Flash memory is a type of non-volatile storage media
which has been used in a wide spectrum of computing
devices such as PDA, MP3 and Mobile Phone. As the
capacity increases and price drops stably these years, flash
memory gradually becomes a perfect alternative for
traditional magnetic disks. One of the main electronic
manufacturers of the world has launched a notebook
computer that is equipped with a flash disk in stead of hard
disk in 2006 [1]. The capacity of the flash disk doubles
every year [2], which is faster than the Moore’s law. It is
reported that flash chip with 128G has been released into
the market at the end of last year. As a result of the widely
usage of flash memory, the data stored in this type of
media is increasing sharply too. Then how to manage
flash-resided data becomes an important problem.
Compared with traditional magnetic disk, Flash has
many advantages, say, shock resistant, faster access speed,
power saving, smaller size, lighter weight and less noise.
So flash outperforms low-end magnetic disk under many
circumstances. However, due to some other limits of flash
(e.g. Erase-Before-Write and different Read/Write speed)
existing software for magnetic disk could not yield the best
attainable performance in flash. Many techniques (e.g.
storage and indexing techniques) should be redesigned.
To address these limits, many flash-specific techniques
have been developed. FTL [3] is a proper software layer
which makes flash appears to upper layers like a magnetic
disk and conventional disk-based applications can run on it
without any modification. Another class of schemas (called
native flash file systems) is designed to explore the unique
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characteristics of flash memory to achieve the best
attainable performance. JFFS [4], YFFS [5] and TrueFFS
[6] are of this type. Native flash file systems borrow idea
from LFS [7], and it treats the whole flash memory as a
large log. Any file system modification is appended to the
log. Reference [8] presents a new design called IPL for
flash memory. IPL can be elegantly extended to support
transactional database recovery.
How to index data in flash memory is another
interesting problem. Hashing and tree are two main basic
indexing techniques. Several recent works address
indexing issue by adapting B+ Tree like structures to
NAND Flash [9, 10]. A tree always requires several
accesses to find a record, while hashing index requires
about one on average. As the hardware platform moves
from magnetic disk to flash memory, the performance of
tree index deteriorates dramatically because that it is an
additional costly operation to maintain the hierarchical
structure of the tree index itself. The situation is worse
considering the flash’s Erase-Before-Write characteristic.
Under this circumstance, we believe hashing, whose
structure is very simple and the cost of maintaining the
structure of the index itself is much lower than tree, is the
proper technique to organize files dynamically in flash.
Reference [11] devised a hash index, which is called
MicroHash, for sensor network. However, MicroHash is so
special that it could not be used in other circumenstances.
It is not an indexing structure for general use. In this paper
we design a new general dynamic hash index which meets
the hardware limitations of flash memory. We show
experimentally that our design can yield considerable
performance benefit over traditional design for magnetic
disks. What’s more, our design can be elegantly extended
to support turning performance dynamically between
search and update.
We summarize our contributions as follows: Firstly, we
discuss the detailed characteristics of flash memory and the
challenges of running traditional indexing structures in
flash memory. Secondly, we design a dynamic hash index
which meets the limitations of flash. Thirdly our analysis
and experiments validate the efficiency of our design.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section
II we discuss the characteristics of flash memory and give
preliminary knowledge of dynamic hash index. In section
III we present the basic algorithms of our design. We
analyse the performance of Lazy-Split schema and
Eager-Split schema, and give the tuning method in section
IV. Section V shows the experiment results. In section VI
we conclude the whole paper.

II．FLASH CHARACTERISTICS AND DYNAMIC HASH INDEX
Flash is an electronic device which has no mechanical
latency and this is very different from traditional magnetic
disk. We discuss the key characteristics of flash and their
impacts on developing new techniques and then give
preliminary knowledge background of dynamic index
techniques in this section. TABLE I shows the main
parameters of flash memory and magnetic disk [12].
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF FLASH AND DISK
Samsung’s
80G
64G
HDD
Flash-SSD
Read/Write
R:64
R:15
speed
W:45
W:7
(MB/s)
Weight (g)
15
61
Power
O:0.5
O:1.5
Consumption
I:0.1
I:1.5
(watt)
A. Flash memory Characteristics
Flash memory has a hierarchical structure [13]. A flash
chip is consisted of many blocks (typically 128 Kbytes
each block), and a block is consisted of many pages
(typically 2 Kbytes each page). The Read/Write granularity
of flash memory is page, and it requires erasing operation
before overwriting. The erasing granularity is block, that is
to say, it requires erasing the whole block containing the
page if you want to update data item in the page. Reading
(typically 100μs/page) is the fastest operation. Writing
(typically 200μs/page) is much more time-consuming than
reading, and erasing (typically 2ms/block) is the most
costly operation among all the three operations.
In this section, we describe the key characteristics of
flash memory that distinguish itself from magnetic disk,
and discuss their impacts on designing new index
structures.
1）Erase-Before-Write：In magnetic disk, we assume that
the update of a data item can be overwritten in the same
physical address where the older version inhabits. We call
this update pattern in magnetic disk in-place update. But
this assumption doesn’t work in flash memory. In a flash
memory, the update can’t be written to the same physical
address until the whole block containing the data item has
been erased. We call this characteristic of flash memory
Erase-Before-Write. Considering that erasing the whole
block is a time-consuming operation, the cost of update is
too big to afford and the system’s performance degrade
significantly when meeting update-intensive workloads.
Consequently, it requires us to rethink the index techniques
running well on magnetic disks and find ways to reduce or
avoid update to maintain reasonable performance in flash.
2) Asymmetric Read/Write Speed：Another important
characteristic of flash is different Read/Write speed, while
in a magnetic disk they are the same. The reason is simple
that flash is an electronic device and it takes longer time to
discharge (when writing) than to read the status (when
reading). Obviously, all the existing works of index for
magnetic disk treat the read speed as the same as writing,

so there are still a lot of work to do when taking this
characteristic of flash memory into consideration. One
possible way to upgrade the overall performance of
indexes in flash is trying to reduce writing times even in
the expense of more reads. Another advantage of reducing
writing times is that the erasing times are reduced
indirectly. The performance may be upgraded much
considering that writing and erasing are more costly
operations than reading in a flash memory.
3) Finite Erasure Times: The erasing granularity of a
flash memory is block, and the erasing times of a block are
not infinite. Typically, a block can be erased 100,000 times
before its status becomes uncertain. This limitation
emphasizes the necessity of distributing writing operations
evenly on the whole chip and reducing erasing times by
processing update subtly. One possible way is to reduce
intermediate results written to flash.
B. Dynamic Hash Index
Main idea of Dynamic has is increasing or shrinking the
address space and altering the hash function dynamically
in the course of insertion and deletion. In fact, hashing
indexes comes in two flavors, Extendible Hash [14] and
Linear Hash [15]. The main difference between Extensible
Hash and Linear Hash is how many additional buckets
should be appended when it comes to increase the number
of buckets. Extensible Hash doubles its buckets every time,
while Linear Hash increases one bucket at one time.
Because Extensible Hash doubles its buckets every time,
the efficiency of the space utilization is very low and the
response time is very long in the worst situation [16]. We
believe Linear Hash is more proper to be used to index
data in flash. In the next section we discuss Linear Hash
index in details.
C.

Linear Hash Index
Linear Hash index is consisted of three components, that
is, hash function, bucket list and split control method. The
first two parts of Linear Hash is dynamically adjusted
according to the number of records it indexed. If we want
to find a record, we compute the bucket number by the
hash function, then, find the actual address of the
corresponding bucket containing the record in the bucket
list. Finally, we scan that bucket. In the course of
insertion/deletion, it may be necessary to increase/decrease
the number of buckets. We don’t consider shrinking
because the cost is too high and it isn’t worthy to do so
especially in flash. The component of determining
when/how to increase buckets is called the split control
method. TABLE II shows the tokens and process
procedures that will be used in the remains of this paper.
To be simply, we use the following setting to show the
mechanism of Linear Hash. It can be extended easily.
z we use the value of the last i bits of key Kj to be
the hash value of record Rj (Kj is key of Rj)
z if h(Kj) >= b, we convert the highest bit of
h(Kj) to zero, and let the new value
h(h(Kj),Bit(h(Kj))-1) to be the hash value of
record Rj
z if the load factor, lf, exceeds the upper bound, l,
we increase the bucket number and append a
new bucket to the bucket list

Figure 1.a shows the status of Linear Hash after
insertion of three records, 8, 7 and 3. Figure 1.b shows the
status after inserting 10. Reference [16] discuss the
algorithms of linear hash in details.

Figure 1.a

Figure 1.b

III. OUR DESIGN
The Linear Hash index depicted in section II is
originally designed for magnetic disk (referenced as Disk
Hash below). Disk Hash is not suitable for direct use in
flash, and the problem arises from the Erase-Before-Write
limitation. The challenges of designing index in flash are
of two types. One is how to deal with the update/deletion
of indexed data item. The other is how to dynamically
manage the index structure itself.
TABLE II
TOKENS AND PROCESS PROCEDURES
Token
Rj
Kj
n
b
s
lf
Query ratio
l
h(Kj)
i

Description
record j
key of record j
total record number
total bucket number
bucket size (records per bucket)
load factor, lf = (n/b)/s
search operations/total operations
upper bound of load factor
hash function
bit number of hash value in use

h(x, j)

get the last j bits of h(x)

Bkt[j]

bucket j

Bit(x)

compute the bit number of binary
value of x (e.g. Bit(7)=3,Bit(1)=1)
split bucket j, insert the records to
the corresponding bucket properly
insert k to bucket j, if bucket j is
full, add a overflow page before
insertion
scan bucket j to look for k, return
the records whose key equal k

split(j)
ist(k,Bkt[j])
scan(k,Bkt[j])

Consequently, our first design manifesto here is to insert
a minus record to avoid deleting records in-place. Of
course, we should get rid of the minus records and their
corresponding records before return the results of a
searching operation. Our second design manifesto here is
to reduce writing times in the expense of more reads.
In this section we present our design in two flavors:
Eager-Split schema and Lazy-Split schema. Both of our
designs have implemented the first design manifesto, but
only the Lazy-Split schema implements the second one.
The main difference of the two schemas is that in
Eager-Split schema there is a bucket that should be split
when a new bucket is appended to the bucket list according
to the Split Control Method. In the Lazy-Split schema, the
splitting is delayed and processed in batches. We append a
bucket to the bucket list directly and the splitting operation

is controlled by an additional procedure.
In the remains of this section, we present the basic
algorithms of our design firstly. Then we give algorithms
of Eager-Split and Lazy-Split schema. The setting is the
same as in section II if not pointed out specially.
Noteworthily, in our design a record Ri (ki, pi, mark) is
consisted of three fields: ki is the key of record Ri, pi is the
pointer of record Ri. If record i is a minus record mark is 1,
otherwise, mark is 0. For example, the minus record of
(353, 13430, 0) is (353, 13430, 1).
A. Eager-Split Schema
In Eager-Split schema, the algorithms are almost the
same as Dish Hash index. We give the pseudo-codes of
insertion, deletion and search below.
Insertion: The algorithm of insertion of Eager-Split
schema is listed in Algorithm 1. In the course of insertion,
if the load factor exceeds the threshold l, we append a new
bucket to bucket list, and then update other parameters
properly. Before inserting the record we trigger the
splitting operation to split a bucket and reinsert records in
it correctly. At last we insert the record.
Algorithm 1
Parameters:
k, the key to be inserted
(1) n++;
(2)
If lf > l
(3)
b++;
(4)
i = Bit(b);
(5)
add Bkt[b-1] to bucket list;
(6)
split(h(b-1, Bit(b-1)-1));
(7) tmp = h(k, i);
(8) If h(k, i)>=b
(9)
tmp = h(h(k,i), Bit(h(k, i))-1);
(10) ist (k, Bkt [tmp]);
Search: The algorithm of search of Eager-Split schema
is as the same as Disk Hash’s. Firstly, we compute the
bucket number by the hash function, then, we find the
actual address of the corresponding bucket containing the
record. Finally, we scan the bucket to find the record. Of
course we should get rid of the minus records before return
the results. Pseudo-code of search is listed in Algorithm 2
below.
Algorithm 2
Parameters:
k, the key to be searched
Ra, the result array
(1) tmp = h(k, i);
(2) If h(k, i)>=b
(3)
tmp = h(h(k,i), Bit(h(k, i))-1);
(4) scan bucket Bkt [tmp], add the matched record to
Ra;
(5) delete minus records and their corresponding records
from Ra
(6) Return Ra
Deletion: One point of the algorithm of deletion that
worthy mentioned is that if the record existed, we don’t
delete record from its bucket directly, but insert its
corresponding minus record in order to avoid erasing the
whole block. For example, in order to delete
R(100,13342,0), we insert it’s minus record R(100,13342,1)

to hash index. Algorithm 3 shows the process procedure of
deletion.
Algorithm 3
Parameters:
R, the record to be deleted
R’, the minus record of R
Ra, the result array of search k
(1) Ra = search (k);
(2) For every record r in Ra
(3)
If the key and pointer of r equal the key and
pointer of R And r isn’t a minus record
(4)
insert record R’; break
B. Lazy-Split Schema
Considering the asymmetric read/write speed of flash
memory, we believe that it upgrade overall performance if
we can improve the writing efficiency even in the expense
of more reads. Because splitting is the most costly
operation in linear hash, we develop Lazy-Split schema to
process splitting in batches. The main idea here is reducing
splitting times to reduce intermediate result written to flash.
Therefore, it reduces writing times and erasing times, and
upgrades the overall performance and prolongs the lifetime
of flash in the same time.
Insertion: The insertion procedure of Lazy-Split
schema is more or less the same as Eager-Split schema.
The only difference is that it doesn’t trigger the splitting
when there is a new bucket appended to the bucket list.
The splitting is delayed and will be processed in batches.
Consequentially, the response of insertion of Lazy-Split is
quick at most of the time. When and how the splitting
operation is triggered is controlled by a new separate
operation called splitting, which will be showed later.
Splitting: The splitting operation is the most
time-consuming procedure in linear hash. In Lazy-Split
schema we redesign it to reduce splitting times,
consequentially, to reduce intermediate result written to
flash and balancing the performance of updating and
searching. Detailed analysis of Lazy-splitting efficiency
and tuning method will be presented in section IV.
We introduce a parameter Split-cursor here to denote
which bucket the splitting operation will end at, that is to
say, the splitting operation will split the buckets from 0 to
Split-cursor (Obviously Split-cursor is between 0 and the
total bucket number b). This parameter is very important in
the tuning procedure as we will see later. We list the
pseudo-code of lazy splitting operation simply in algorithm
4 below. In algorithm 4, there are many choices in
determining (Step 1) whether it is necessary to split. We
can assume here that splitting is evoked at the moment
when searching efficiency is not tolerable any more or
when update is inessential. More details about the proper
tuning time would be given in section IV.
Algorithm 4
Parameters:
Split-cursor, the last bucket number to be split
(1) determine whether necessary to split
(2) If it is necessary now
(3) tmp = 0;
(4) Split-cursor = b-1;
(5) While(tmp<H(Split-cursor))

(6)
split (tmp);
In step 5, H() is a function used to compute the max
number of the bucket that should be split. Its detailed
analysis is presented in section IV (proposition 2).
Search: With the introduction of Split-cursor, the
buckets of Lazy Hash are divided into two categories:
buckets from Bkt [0] to Bkt[Split-cursor], and buckets
from Bkt[Split-cursor +1] to Bkt[b-1]. Consequently, in
the course of searching key k, we should take it into
consideration. If hash (k) is in range of 0 and Split-cursor,
we scan the corresponding bucket Bkt[ hash(k)] and return
the results. If hash (k) is in range of (Split-cursor+1) and
(b-1), the situation is a little more complex, because key k
may in the buckets that aren’t split yet. We should search
every bucket may containing key k that exceeds
Split-cursor until the target bucket to be searched drops
into the first category that has already been split. The
algorithm of searching is presented in algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5
Parameters:
k, the key to be searched
Ra, the result array
(1) tmp = h(k, i);
(2) If h(k, i)>=b
(3)
tmp = h(h(k,i), Bit(h(k, i))-1);
(4) While(tmp> Split-cursor)
(5)
scan bucket Bkt[tmp], add the matched record to
Ra;
(6)
tmp = h(h(k,i), Bit(tmp)-1);
(7) scan bucket Bkt[tmp], add the matched record to
Ra;
(8) delete minus records and their corresponding records
from Ra;
(9) Return Ra;
Deletion: Lazy Split schema processes insertions by
inserting minus records as Eager Split does (Algorithm 3).

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section we discuss the performance of lazy hash
in details and give the idea of tuning index performance.
A. Efficiency of Lazy-Split Schema
In Disk Hash and Eager-Split a bucket is split whenever
a new bucket is appended to the bucket list. We therefore
conclude that if there are 2i (i = log2b) buckets it should
have split 2i -1 times. In Lazy-split splitting is delayed and
processed in batches. If we let Split-Cursor equals the total
bucket number b, about half of the total buckets should be
split in splitting. We therefore get the first proposition.
Proposition 1:
Splitting Ratio =
=

SplitTimes OfEager
SplitTimes OfLazy
2i -1
2i -1

≈ 200%

TABLE III shows the footprint of splitting. What will
happen if we let the Split-cursor wandering between 0 and
b in the Lazy-Split schema? We find the assertion that half
of the buckets would be split is not accurate, and it could
be improved to get a much better result. More accurately,
in Lazy-split schema if Split-cursor wandering between 0
and total bucket number b we get the following result. In
advance we assume:

f (x) = x – 2Bit(x)-1
the max number of the bucket that should be split when
Split-cursor equals x can be denote in Proposition 2
Proposition 2:
H(x) = Max {f(x), f(2Bit(x)-1-1)}
For example, if Split-cursor equals 4, the max number of
the bucket should be split is 1, that is to say, bucket 0 and
bucket 1 should be split in the splitting operation. If
Split-cursor equals 23, the max number of the bucket
should be split is 7, that is to say, bucket 0 to bucket 7
should be split in splitting. There are 8 buckets should be
split. It is much less than half of 24. Figure 2 gives an
intuitive impression of the results.
TABLE III
SPLITTING SITUATION
New Bucket
(decimal)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
…

New Bucket
(binary)

Split
bucket

Max bucket no.
has been split

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
10000
10001
…

0
1
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
…

0
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
7
7
7
…

Figure 2 Splitting Times
Obviously the splitting times we gain from Lazy-Split
can be denoted in proposition 3
Proposition 3:
G(x) = x/2 - H(x)
=x/2- Max {f(x), f(2Bit(x)-1-1)}
B. Tuning the Performance of Search and Update in
Lazy-Split schema
There are actually two classes of operations in Eager
Split and Lazy Split (search and update). Index may
undergo different workloads at different time. Under some
circumstances, the operations on index may be dominated
by searching, and it also may be mainly updates sometimes.
Consequently, we must trade off between search efficiency
and update efficiency to achieve a reasonable performance.

Our Lazy-split schema can be elegantly extended to
support tuning index performance dynamically.
In the algorithms of search and update, Split-cursor is a
very important parameter that can make the procedure very
differently at different setting. Especially, if the
Split-cursor equals 0, there is no splitting operation in
Lazy-Split forever and the efficiency of update is very
good in the expense of deterioration of search performance.
If the Split-cursor equals b (the number of the total
buckets), it requires scanning about only one bucket to find
a data item on average, but the performance of update is
degraded to the extreme that whenever there is a new
bucket appended there is a splitting operation. Lazy-Split
schema becomes Eager-Split schema at this time.
In short, our Lazy-Split can trade off between search and
update subtly by increasing or decreasing Split-cursor.
More details about tuning method should be study in our
future work.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we design experiments to validate the
efficiency of our design. Especially, the splitting operation
is set to be triggered when total bucket number b is four
times of Split-cursor in the Lazy-Split schema.
We count the page numbers of read, writing and erasing
in stead of reading the clock time directly to get rid of the
impact of buffer size. To understand the experiment results
clearly, we use the following formula to estimate the time
elapsed in our simulations.
Time = read page number×100μs
+ writing page number×200μs
+ erasing block number×20ms
A. Eager-Split Vs. Lazy-Split
We examine the efficiency of Lazy-Split and
Eager-Split schema by simulating the process of inserting
10,000 records. Figure 3 shows the time efficiency of
different splitting schema under different load factors. It is
obviously that the Lazy-Split schema outperforms the
Eager-Split schema under all load factors. This result is
identical to our analysis in section IV.
B. Disk Hash Vs. Our Design
In order to validate our design under real workloads, we
run 100,000 operations both on Disk Hash, Eager-Split
schema and Lazy-Split schema. Load factor (= n / b / s)
and Query ratio (= search operations / total operations) are
two parameters in hashing determining the performance. In
the first experiment, the query ratio is set at 70%, which is
the normal query ratio of OLAP services, and the load
factor is wandering from 0.1 to 1.0 (Deletion and insertion
each takes up half of the 30% update operations). Figure
4.a shows the result. Not surprisingly, Eager Split/Lazy
Split schema beat the Disk Hash almost all of the time.
In the second experiment we set the load factor at 0.8,
and change the query ration from 0.1 to 0.9. Figure 4.b
shows the result. Our design outperforms Disk Hash again.
C. Impact of Workloads
Workloads have significant impact in determining the
performance of index. Our Lazy-Split schema is more
sensitive to workloads changing. Because it is upgrade
update performance in expense of searching.

Figure 3 Splitting Performance

Figure 5 Load Factor = 0.8

Figure 4.a Query Ratio = 70%

Figure 6.a Query Ratio = 40%

We then design experiments to examine the impact of
different workloads. In this experiment we set the load
factor at 0.8 and let the query ration change from 0.1 to 0.9.
Figure 5 shows the result we have got. It is obviously that
Lazy-Split schema outperforms Eager-Split schema when
the query ration is below about 50%. However, the
situation is reversed when query ratio exceeds 50%.
In Figure 6.a we set the query ratio at 40% and at this
time Lazy-Split schema outperforms Eager-Split schema.
Figure 6.b shows the reverse situation when we set the
query ratio at 60%.
Consequently, we can conclude that Lazy-Split schema
is more suitable for update-intensive workloads, and
Eager-Split schema performs better for query-intensive
workloads just as our analysis shows.

[2]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this page we have discussed the challenges arised by
flash memory and present a new design of dynamic linear
hash index. Our design comes in two flavors, Eager-Split
schema and Lazy-Split schema. They are designed to serve
for different workloads. Our analysis and experiments
shows that both of the two schemas outperform Disk hash.
Especially, we find that Eager-Split schema is more
suitable for search-intensive workloads and Lazy-Split
schema performs better for update-intensive workloads.
With the introduction of Split-cursor, our Lazy-split
schema can adapt itself dynamically to different query
ratios. We give a simple splitting control method (The
splitting operation is triggered when the total bucket
number is four times of the Split-cursor) in this paper to
show the efficiency of Lazy-split scheme. More details
about tuning method should be study in our future work.
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